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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to make further reductions towards an affirma-
 .tive answer to the ``k GV -problem'' for all primes p. We extend some-
w xwhat the methods and results of R-T . Our main result here is
THEOREM 1. Let p be a prime greater than 211. Suppose that there is a
X  .finite p -group G and a faithful irreducible GF p G-module V such that
 . < <k GV ) V . Then there is a finite field F of characteristic p, a finite group
U  .  .  .  .H with F H s Z H E H and E H quasi-simple, and a faithful FH-
 .module U on which E H acts absolutely irreducibly, such that for no ¨ector
H  .u g U does Res U ha¨e a faithful self-dual submodule.C u.H
 .In particular, there is no u g U such that C u is an elementaryH
Abelian 2-group.
w xRemark. The work of D. Goodwin G in the ``quasi-simple'' case of the
w x reductions made in R-T which he was able to sharpen somewhat by
.making use of the weaker requirements of the preceding theorem , to-
gether with the results of the later sections of this paper in the ``symplectic
 .case,'' yield the consequence that the k GV -problem has an affirmative
answer for all primes p ) 211. In fact, the bound in Goodwin's case is
much better. The ``quasi-simple'' exceptional case cannot arise for primes
p ) 53.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
 :LEMMA 1.1. Let P be a finite group of the form Q a , where Q 1 P and
X  .Q is a q-group for some prime q, with Q F Z Q . Suppose that x is a faithful
P  .complex irreducible character of P such that Res x remains irreducible.Q
 . <  . < 2 w  .  .xThen if x a / 0, we ha¨e x a s C a : Z Q .Q
 . w  .x w  .xProof. Since P s QC a , we have P: C a s Q: C a . SupposeP P Q
 .that x a / 0. Consideration of a matrix representation affording x
readily yields that
2
x a .y1 xx a a s P : C a . .  . P x 1 . .xgPrC aP
 .  .2 w  .xSince x vanishes on Q _ Z Q , we have x 1 s Q: Z Q .
y1 x X  y1 x.Now, for any x g Q, a a g P F Q. Hence x a a s 0 unless
y1 x  . y1 x  . y1 xa a g Z Q . If a a g Z Q , then a a s 1 , for otherwise, ifP
y1 x  .a  x.  .  .  .  .a a s z g Z Q , we have x a s x z x a rx 1 , forcing x a s 0,
contrary to assumption. Hence we obtain
2
x a .
P : C a s x 1 , .  .P x 1 .
<  . < 2 w  .  .xso x a s C a : Z Q .Q
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that P, Q, x , a are as defined pre¨iously and
that q / 3. Suppose further that a has order q if q is odd, or order 4 if q s 2.
 . nLet x 1 s q . Then
q n q 3q ny1
PRes x , 1 F . : .a : 4
 .Proof. Suppose first that x a s 0. If q is odd, we see that
q n q 3q ny1
P ny1Res x , 1 s q - . : .a : 4
If a has order 4, then we apply Lemma 1.1 to a 2 to obtain either
12 a 2 ny1 P n . <  . <   . : wa g Z P or x a F q . In either case Res x , 1 F q qa : 4
ny1 x  .   ..q . Hence we may suppose that x a / 0 and that a f Z Q .
<  . < 2 2 ny1  .Case q s 2. Then x a F q and is an integer power of q , and
 . w x <  . < 2 2 my1x a g Z i . If x a s q for some integer m, then there are signs
 . my 1 . 2  2 .« , « such that x a s q « q « i . If a g Q, then x a g1 2 1 2
 n4 2  2 .2 2 ny1 0, yq , while if a f Q, then Lemma 1.1 yields x a F q so
12 ny1 2 P n ny1<  . <  . .   . : w xx a F q , as x a g Z . Hence Res x , 1 F q q 3q .Sa : 4
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<  . < 2 2 m  2 .If x a s q for some integer m, then m F n y 1, and x a F
1ny1 P n ny1  . : w xq , so that Res x , 1 F q q 3q .a : 4
2p i r q  . Case q ) 3. Let v s e , r s 1 y v the unique prime ideal of
w x . <  . < 2 mZ v containing q . We have x a s q for some integer m F 2n y 1.
 .Since n q s q y 1 and r is invariant under complex conjugation, wer
have
q y 1
n x a s n x a s m . .  . .  .r  /2
 . a jIf m s 2 a is an even integer, then x a s « q v for some j g Z, some
 P  . :  .w n  . ny1 xsign « . Then Res x , 1 F 1rq q q q y 1 q .a :
If m s 2 a q 1 is an odd integer, then there is an integer j and there are
a j . w xsigns « , « such that x a s « q v « q , where Q « q is the’ ’1 2 1 2 2
w xquadratic subfield of Q v . Now if r q qZ is a generator of the multiplica-
 .=tive group of squares in ZrqZ , we have
 .qy3 r2
kr« q s « 2 v q 1’ 2 3
ks0
for some sign « , so it follows that the maximum possible multiplicity of an3
eigenvalue of a is
q n q 3q ny1
a ny12 q F 2 q F .
4
 :LEMMA 1.3. Let h be a finite cyclic group, and let V be a finite-dimen-
 :sional F h -module for some field F. Suppose that V has a tensor decomposi-
my 1  m:tion V s U m Uh ??? m Uh , where U is a semi-simple F h -module.
 .  m.Then Trace h s Trace h .V U
 4Proof. We may suppose that there is a basis u : 1 F i F n of U whichi
m  my 1consists of eigenvectors of h . Then u m u h m ??? m u h : 1 Fi i i0 1 my1
4i F n for each j is a basis for V under which the matrix of h isj
monomial.
The only basis vectors in the preceding basis which are eigenvectors of h
my 1  .are those of the form ¨ s u m u h m ??? m u h 1 F i F n , and ifi i i i
u hm s l u , we have ¨ h s l ¨ .i i i i i i
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2. CLIFFORD THEORY
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. p is a prime with the property that whene¨er H is a finite
pX-group, F is a finite field of characteristic p, and U is a faithful FH-module
such that either:
 .  .a For some prime q / p, Q s O H acts absolutely irreducibly on Uq
and all characteristic Abelian subgroups of Q are central, but Q is non-Abelian,
or:
 .  .b E s E H is quasi-simple and acts absolutely irreducibly on U.
H  .Then there is a ¨ector u g U such that Res U has a faithful self-dualC u.H
submodule.
THEOREM 2.2. Let p be a prime which satisfies Hypothesis 2.1, k be a
finite field of characteristic p, G be a finite pX-group, and V be a faithful
irreducible kG-module of dimension at least 2. Then, for some ¨ g V,
G  .Res V has a faithful self-dual submodule of dimension at least 2.C ¨ .G
 .Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false, and that G, V, k have been
 .chosen to violate the result with dim V minimal.k
We first note that we may suppose that V is absolutely irreducible. Let
 .F s End V , a finite extension of k. Then V m F is a direct sum ofkG k
Galois conjugate irreducible modules, and if U is any one of these, then
the permutation actions of G on vectors of U, V respectively are equiva-
 .lent. If dim U s 1, then G is Abelian and there is a vector ¨ g V withF
 .  .  .C ¨ s 1 , so the result clearly holds. If 1 - dim U - dim V , thenG G F k
G  .there is a vector u g U such that Res U has a faithful self-dualC u.G
 .  .submodule, W say. Let X s Gal Frk , Y s Stab U , ¨ s  us .X s g X r Y
 .  .Then C ¨ s C u and  Ws is a faithful self-dual submodule ofG G s g X r Y
G  .  .Res V up to isomorphism .C ¨ .G G  .Next, we claim that V is primitive. For if V ( Ind W for someH
 .H - G, let T be a right transversal to H in G. If dim W s 1, thenk
 .  .HrC W is Abelian, so there is a vector w g W such that C w sH H
 .  4C W . Let u s  wt. Then wt: t g T spans a permutation module ofH t g T
w x  .  .dimension G: H which is faithful for C u and is certainly self-dual .G
H .  .If dim W ) 1, then there is a vector w g W such that Res Wk C w .H
has a faithful self-dual submodule, X say, of dimension at least 2, where
 .H s HrC W . Let u s  wt. Then [ Xt is easily checked to be aH t g T t g T
 .  .faithful self-dual submodule for C u of dimension at least 2 .G
Next, we claim that whenever N 1 G, all irreducible summands of
G  .Res V are absolutely irreducible. For otherwise, we may argue as inN
w xR-T that there is M 1 G with GrM cyclic of order t ) 1 such that
 . < < t G  .F s End V is a field of order k with V m F ( Ind U where U isk M k M
G  .an absolutely irreducible FM-module, and Res V is irreducible.M
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 .If U is one dimensional, then there is a vector u g U with C u sM
 .  .  .C U s 1, and there is a vector ¨ g V with C ¨ s C u . ThenM M M
G  . CG ¨ .Res V m F has a direct summand isomorphic to IndC ¨ . k C ¨ .G M
 M  ..  .Res U , so has a regular summand, as C ¨ s 1. On the otherC ¨ . MM
 . M  .hand, if dim U ) 1, then there is a vector u g U such that Res UF C u.M
has a faithful self-dual submodule, X say, of dimension at least 2, and
 .  . G  .C u s C ¨ for some ¨ g V. Then Res V m F has a summandM M C ¨ . kG
CG¨ .  .isomorphic to Ind X , which is faithful and self-dual. HenceC ¨ .M
G  .Res V has a faithful self-dual submodule which is isomorphic to aC ¨ .G
CG¨ .  .sum of certain Galois conjugates of Ind X , and has dimension atC ¨ .M
least 2.
 . G  .We next claim that whenever N 1 G with N g Z G , Res V isN
w xirreducible. Otherwise, as in R-T , we may argue that there is a central
Ä Ä = . 4extension of G, say G, such that G s g, z : z g k and V ( U m W as
ÄkG-modules, where U, W both have dimension greater than one. Then
ÄG  .there are vectors u, w g U, W respectively such that Res U has aC u.ÄG
 .  .self-dual summand, X say of dimension at least two , with C u lÄGÄG .  .  . C X s C U and Res W has a self-dual summand, Y say ofÄ ÄG G C w .ÄG
.  .  .  .dimension at least two , with C w l C Y s C W . We may, and do,Ä Ä ÄG G G
suppose that u g X, w g Y otherwise, we replace X by X [ ku, for
Ä.  .example . Now we set ¨ s u m w. If g, 1 g G fixes ¨ , then, for some
= y1 .  .  .l g k , l g, 1 fixes u, l g, 1 fixes w. Hence g, 1 acts on X m Y.
 .  .Furthermore, if g, 1 acts trivially on X m Y, then g, 1 acts as a scalar on
 . y1X and acts as a scalar on Y. Since u g X, g, 1 acts as l on U, l on W,
 .so g, 1 acts trivially on U m W ( V.
 .Now we may proceed to a final contradiction. Suppose that F G g
 .  .Z G . Then, for some prime q, Q s O G is non-central in G, and actsq
absolutely irreducibly on V. Since V is primitive, every characteristic
Abelian subgroup of Q is central in G. Also, Q is non-Abelian and
 .  .dim V G 2. By Hypothesis 2.1 a , there is a vector ¨ g V such thatk
G  .Res V has a faithful self-dual submodule, X say, and we mayC ¨ .G
 .  .suppose that ¨ g X, as before. If dim X s 1, then C ¨ s 1 and wek G
 .may replace X by V. Otherwise, dim X G 2. Either eventuality contra-k
 .dicts the fact that G, V, k is a counterexample to the theorem. Hence
 .  .  .F G F Z G . A similar argument, using Hypothesis 2.1 b , shows that
 .E G is not quasi-simple.
U  .  .  .  . .Hence F G s Z G E G , where E G s E is a central product of
 .t ) 1 G-conjugate components. Let L be one of these components,1
 .M s N L . As a projective representation of G, the given representa-1 G 1
tion is tensor induced from a projective representation of M on one of1
G Ä .the t tensor factors of Res V , say U . Let M be the central extensionE 1 1
w x  4of M constructed as in R-T . Let g : 1 F i F t be a right transversal to1 i
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 .  .M in G with g s 1 , and let U s U g for each i. Since dim U G 2,1 1 G i 1 i k 1
there is a vector u g U , and a faithful self-dual submodule X of1 1 1ÄM  .Res U .C 1ÄM u .1
We set X s X g , u s u g for 2 F i F t. As before, we may, andi 1 i i 1 i
do, suppose that u g X . We set u s u m u m ??? m u , X s X m1 1 1 2 t 1
X m ??? m X .2 t
Now if h g G satisfies uh s u, then there are scalars l , l , . . . , l g k1 2 t
such that  t l s 1, and a permutation g g S such that u h s l u foris1 i t i i ig
y1 y1 .  .each i. Hence l g hg , 1 g C u for each i, and h acts on X m XÄi i ig M 1 1 21
 .m ??? m X s X. If h acts trivially on X, possibly repeated applications oft
Lemma 1.3 allow us to conclude that g is the identity permutation.
y1 y1 .Furthermore, for each i, l g hg , 1 acts as a scalar on X . Sincei i i 1
y1 y1 .l g hg , 1 fixes u g X , h acts as l on U , so h acts trivially oni i i 1 1 i i
 t .  .V s U m U m ??? m U as  l s 1 . Hence X is a faithful kC u -1 2 t is1 i G
module. It remains to check that X is self-dual. We consider the contribu-
 .  :tion to the Brauer character of h afforded by X from a single
  :.M , h -double coset. The corresponding part of the tensor factorization1
of X has the form Y s X m X m ??? m X , where g hmgy1 g Mj g j g g j j 1my 1jg jg
and m is the length of a cycle of g the permutation induced by h on the
.  .right cosets of M in G . Lemma 1.3 tells us that Trace h s1 Vj
 m y1. m y1 my1 y1 i iq1Trace g h g . Now we have g h g s  g hg in that or-X j j j j is0 jg jg1
. y1 y1 .  .i i iq1der , and l g hg , 1 g C u for each i. Hence the value of theÄjg jg jg M 11
 : = my1 y1iBrauer character of h k afforded by Y takes a real value at h l .j is0 jg
t  :Since  l s 1, we see that the Brauer character of h afforded by Xrs1 r
 .takes a real value at h. Hence X is self-dual as a C u -module, the finalG
contradiction.
3. GENERIC BOUNDS IN THE SYMPLECTIC CASE
In this section, G is a finite group, q is a prime, F is a finite field of
 .  .characteristic p / q, and V is a faithful FG-module. Also, F G s Z G Q
 .where Q s O G acts absolutely irreducibly on V, and all characteristicq
Abelian subgroups of Q are central in Q so also in G under the other
.  . = < < whypotheses . We suppose also that Z G ( F , that F s r, and that Q:
 .x 2 n  .2Z Q s q s x 1 , where x is the Brauer character of G afforded by
 .  .V. Then GrF G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp 2n, q .
  . 4We let d s g g G: o g is 4 or an odd prime . We note that if
<  . < < <  . C g - 2 V , then there is some ¨ g V such that C ¨ is ang g d _ ZG. V G
 .  .elementary Abelian 2-group possibly trivial . For if w g V and C w isG
not an elementary Abelian 2-group, then w is fixed by at least two
 .elements of d _ Z G .
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 .Case 1: q / 3. We claim that for each s g d _ Z G ,
q n q 2 q ny1
GRes x , 1 F . : . s: 3
 .  .If q ¦ o s , then it follows by Glauberman correspondence that x s s
« q ma for some sign « , some integer m F n y 1, and some root of unity a .
2  .  2 .If s has order 4, we may suppose that s f Z G , in which case x s has
a similar form. In any case, we certainly have
q n q 2 q ny1
GRes x , 1 F . : . s: 3
<  .If q o s , then the claim follows from Corollary 1.2.
Since each element of G has at most q n eigenvalues in F, we see that
 . neach coset of Z G in G contains at most q elements g for which
<  . <  .C g ) 1. If V s D C g , it follows thatV g g d _ ZG. V
n n ny1 n ny1 2q q q2 q .r3 n 2 n q q2 q .r3 2 n q4 n< <2 V s 2 r F r q q Sp 2n , q - r q . .
This leads easily to
 n ny1.3r q yq2n q2 nq
r - .’ /2
If q G 5, this yields
3r4125 3r4r - - 90 , . /’2
so r F 29. If q s 2 and n G 5, then r - 2207r32, so r F 89.
Remark. The results of this section tell us, than, that if q G 5 and
 .r ) 29, or if q s 2, n ) 5 and r ) 89, then the triple G, V, F does not
 .provide an obstacle to part a of Hypothesis 2.1.
4. THE CASES q s 2, n F 4
The hypotheses of this section are as in the previous section, but we
assume in addition that q s 2 and n F 4. We also suppose that V s
 .D C g .g g d _ ZG. V
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 .Case n s 1. Let C be a nontrivial coset of Z G in G. Then
<  . < w  .x C g F 2 r. Since G: Z G F 2 r in this case, V sg g C V
 . 2D C g yields 2 r F 46 r, so r F 23.g g d _ ZG. V
 .Case n s 2. For each s g d _ Z G , we have
22 q 22 8
GRes x , 1 F s , : . s: 3 3
 G  . :so that Res x , 1 F 2 in this case. For each nontrivial coset C of s:
 . <  . < 2Z G in G, this inequality easily yields  C g F 2 r .g g d l C V
 . <  . < 8 2The number of cosets of Z G in G is at most 16 Sp 4, 2 s 2 ? 3 ? 5.
4 9 2 2 ’ .Thus V s D C g yields 2 r F 2 ? 3 ? 5r , so r F 48 5 . Henceg g d _ ZG. V
r F 107 in this case.
 .Case n s 3. In this case, GrF G is isomorphic to a subgroup of
 .  .Sp 6, 2 . By a result of Steinberg, the number of 2-elements of Sp 6, 2 is
18 24  .2 . Hence at most 2 cosets of Z G in G contain elements of order 4.
 .For each element s g d _ Z G of order 4, we have
8 q 12
GRes x , 1 F s 5 : . s: 4
 .by Corollary 1.2. For each nontrivial coset C of Z G in G which contains
<  . < 5 3such an s g d , we see easily that  C g F r q r .g g d l C V
 . Now if s g d _ Z G has odd prime order l G 5, we see easily as in
.earlier arguments that
q n q l y 1 q ny1 .
GRes x , 1 F , : . s: l
 .  .which is at most 8 q 16 r5, so at most 4. If s g d _ Z G has order 3,
 .  .  .  .  4then x s g Z and x s ' 8 mod 3 give x s g 2, y1, y4 , while
 .  .  y1 . <  . <  .x s f Z yields x s q x s s " x s ' 1 mod 3 which forces
 .  y1 .  4  G  . :x s q x s g 1, y2, 4 , so Res x , 1 F 4 in all cases. Hence s:
 G  . :Res x , 1 F 4 for all s g d of odd prime order. s:
 . 8 24 5 3.Hence, as V s D C s , we certainly have 2 r - 2 r q rsg d _ ZG. V
4 6 <  . <   .q 2 r 2 Sp 6, 2 for if C is a nontrivial coset of Z G in G which
<  . < 4.contains an element s g d of odd prime order,  C g F 2 r .g g d l C V
<  . < 21Now Sp 6, 2 - 2 , so we obtain
3r 4 64
- 4 q q .7 2 / r2 r
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If r ) 27 we obtain
33r 1 1 5
- 4 q q - ,7 12 /  /2 32 2
so r - 640r3. Hence r F 211, as r is a prime power.
Case n s 4. In this case, Corollary 1.2 and earlier arguments yield that
for s g d not of order 3, we have
q n q 3q ny1
GRes x , 1 F s 10. : . s: 4
If s g d has order 3, then an argument like that of the previous case yields
q n q q ny1
GRes x , 1 F s 8. : . s: 3
 G  . :Thus, for each s g d , we have Res x , 1 F 10, and it easily follows s:
 . 16  10 6. 8 <  . <that V s D C g yields 2 r F r q r 2 Sp 8, 2 . This leadsg g d _ ZG. V
36 44 ’easily to r F 2 , r F 128 2 - 167, so r F 163 as r is a prime power.
5. THE CASE q s 3
In this case, we retain the hypotheses of Section 3, and assume now that
 .q s 3, V s D C s . Corollary 1.2 does not apply in this case, andsg d _ ZG. V
we must revert to the bound
q n q q ny1
GRes x , 1 F for each s g d : . s: 2
 w x.which was obtained in R-T .
 .An elementary argument shows that for each nontrivial coset C of Z G
<  . < q nqq ny 1.r2  .in G, we have  C g F 2 r . Now V s D C sg g C V sg d _ ZG. V
yields
n n ny1q q qq .r2 2 n2 r F 2 r q Sp 2n , q .
2 n ny1 34 n q6 n.rq yq . ’so that r - q . When n G 2, this yields r - 81 3 , so r F
121, as r is a prime power.
 G  . :When n s 1 we have Res x , 1 F 2 for each s g d , so that for s:
 . <  . < 2each nontrivial coset C of Z G in G, we have  C g F r q r.g g d l C V
 . 3  2 .Hence V s D C s yields 2 r - r q r = 9 = 24, so r -sg d _ ZG. V
108 q 108rr, and r F 107, as r is a prime power.
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